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Abstract 

Necessarily, investigation of the possibility of constitutive equations assumed to be of dilIeren
tial equation shape leads to the conclusion that, in addition to the assumed functions, the constitutive 
equations contain also so-called intrinsic variables. 

In conventional material testing, the use of intrinsic variables permits a constitutive equation 
taking into consideration also the dynamic load to be written. 

1. Necessity of intrinsic variables on the basis of mechanical test 

In given material, the possibility of existence of the acceleration wave can be 
ensured if the material compatibility condition is satisfied [1]. 

With x P' p=l, 2, 3 being the position co-ordinate, X~ the time, U:J" CV" uPP' C,q 

co-ordinates of stress and strain tensor, respectively, and (8, tj;, "', y=l, ... ,6 and 
p, £1=1, ... ,4) their derivative with respect to x fJ ' the material compatibility con
ditions can be written, as follows: 

Let Fa(upp , crei' U:J" Cl/!' Xii) =0 (cr.= 1,2,3, ... ,6) be the mass equation and 
qJ(xi)=O (i=1, ... ,4) the acceleration wave front, 'P'a and Fz the substitution value 
of constitutive equation before and after the wave front, respectively. 

Accordingly, the material compatibility condition will be 

k=Fz-~=O. 

faCqJi' xp)=O contains derivatives QQqJ =~oi and thus it is a nonlinear partial diffe-
Xi 

rential equation system of the first order with respect to qJ. Investigation of the 
integrability conditions of this equation leads to the conclusion that introduction of 
intrinsic variables is necessary. 
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The integrability conditions can be derived from the algebraic equation relating 

to dc,o/i' 
Introduce notation 

The algebraic equation: 
!alfi dc,ofi+!ap d,'p = 0. 

Let A"fi=i,.jfi and dB" = - i,.p dxp' Then, 

where q= 1, ... ,5. 
Caq and A"R are of equal rank that is inhomogeneous algebraic equation 

Ar<fidc,ofi = dB", 
is compatible. 

Let rank (A",,,) =4 that is det (Au,);;=' O. Denote det (Ay,,) =A and let adj (ApD =Kyp. 
Thus A4yKyp=Ac5qp and accordingly, 

A dc,ofi = KUi dB y • 

But 

while 

that is 

and thus 
Ac,o"p = - K1"fip' 

The condition of integrability is that c,ofip be symmetric. This means that 

K1"fip = K1pfi/i. (1.1) 

Let (1.1) be multiplied with Aifi and then with AJp : 

AJpfip - A1fijjfi = 0, 

jjlpfip-filfijjfi = 0, 
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that is 
(Jj, fi) = 0, (1.2) 

Poisson bracket zero being the integrability condition. 
Hence, there exist two relations between dfcr. in compliance with what has been 

said, such as e.g. 

that is 
H1Cfr, .. ·,h) = 0 and Hz(fr, ... ,h) = 0, 

HA(!cr.) = 0, (A = 1,2). 

oH 
Namely, in this case, oi~A d!a:=O will be the two relations to be found if the 

rank of O:A is 2. Thus 8 equations shall be satisfied instead of 6 equations to be 
'Ix 

found originally. Assume for this purpose that the number of unknown functions 
can be increased by addig hI and h~. Thus in fer.' also hI and h2 will appear in addition 
to the variables that have been existing so far and HA U;", hB) =0 where (A, B = 1, 2). 

Functions ff< with variables hB added satisfy the Poisson bracket zero equation 
invariably. That is 

(fi, h)* = o. 
In detail: 

( +: ..L oJi 1 ) ( I' , oh h ) ( I' I off< I ) (Ji I oJi I ) - ° 
JIIP , OhA IAIP Jfip' ohB BP - JIiIP' ohe lCIP lpT OhD IDP - , 

that is 

oil (I )' oiR ( 1)' ofi oh (I 1)-(fi,ftJ+ OhA lA,fF<' OhB Ji, IB 'ohA ah
B 

lA' IB = 0, (1.3) 

here (fi,h) = 0. 

Since h and hA can be selected optionally, equations (1.3) will be satisfied if 
(hA,fr)=O and (hA,hB)=O. The number of equations involved is 2.4+1=9 with 
also the number of unknowns in them being 9. 

hA is expressed from He, and substituted into the equations, by means of la. 
Thus a homogeneous algebraic equation system with nonzero determinant is obtained 
for unknowns (fR' f4+A) and (f4+A' f4+B) and therefore the unknowns are zero. 

If the Poisson bracket zero condition is satisfied by f of number n from among 
the sixf and the number of functions h is N, then the number of equations will be 

(1.4) 
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the number of unknowns 

15 - (;) = 15 71(11; 1) . (1.5) 

The value of 11 can be 4, 3, 2. Let us see how many equations and unknowns 
are associated with these values. 

11 N Number of equations Number of unknowns 

1 4 9 
4 2 9 9 

3 15 9 

2 7 12 
12 12 

4 18 12 

3 9 14 
2 4 14 14 

20 14 

lz of number N for which the Poisson bracket zero condition is satisfied by total 
function system fit can be found for any possible 71, these 11 being caned intrinsic 
variables of the constitutive equation. Thus the number of intrinsic variables will be 
2, 3, 4 if the Poisson bracket zero condition is satisfied by 4, 3, 2 constitutive equa
tions, respectively. 

These intrinsic variables permit different mechanical or other physical inter
actions to be taken into consideration. For example the effect of thenllodynamical 
processes upon motion can be taken into consideration, whereas thennodynamical 
processes are affected by motion. 

2. Intrinsic variable in conventional material testing 

The conventional method of material testing which has found wide use so far, 
is based on plotting of the O' rv 13 diagram or the tensile curve. The curve of 0'=0'(13) 

curve so obtained serves to determine the different material characteristics. In the 
test, stress 0' and specific elongation 13 can be determined as a function of one 
single variable that is as a function of time only. Restricting ourselves again to 
mechanical interaction, the 0' rv 13 diagram appears to change with the rate of tension 
in case of more materials. The idea of using 0'=0'(8, s) as the constitutive equation 
obtained in the test has, therefore, arisen. Hence, stress is a function of also rate of 
strain s in addition to specific elongation 13. It can be shown that this function 
0'=0'(13, s) can not be a constitutive equation [2]. 
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However, the change of the urvB diagram with the rate of tension is a fact 
proved experimentally. Let this fact be taken into consideration with an intrinsic 
variable 1]. Thus 

u = u(B, tl), 
or 

1] = W(u, B). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Assumptions are required to determine variable 11. Assume on the basis of [3] 
that the material equation of dynamic tension takes in general the following shape: 

F(u" Bt , U, B) = O. 

However, according to [3], equation 

will be associated with (2.3) if B>O (Bt=8 and ut=G at present). 
Taking into consideration (2.4), the differential of (2.3): 

of of of 
~ (dut-BdBt)+~ du+n-dB = O. 
u~ Vu ~ 

With this compared with differential 

provided also 

is satisfied. 

of ou 
OUt = 8i1 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

A short calculation satisfies us on the basis of (2.6) that identity (2.7) is correct. 
Considering now the differential of (2.2): 

oW oW 
dYf = tki dU+Te de, (2.8) 

which is zero along lines Yf =const. Along these lines, 

(2.9) 

However, also the left side of (2.6) is zero along these lines. Comparing equations 
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(2.6) and (2.9), 

GY. BEDA 

aw 
Ye 

B =- aw' 
7)G 

Thus the constitutive equation to be found: 

Using the experimental results, (2.11) can be used in case of given material. 
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